
Mindy Fox

Working with Developmental 
Trauma and Attachment



Female age 38

Obsessive Compulsive Disorder

Post Traumatic Stress from childhood

Depression

Compulsive Overeating

Workaholism

Attachment Deficits



Talk Therapy 2006-2010, started age 26

Started Lexipro and Over Eaters Anonymous– both very helpful



Desolate, alone, never safe, never feels taken care of, never can relax or trust

Angry, scared, severe shame and self doubt

Invisible, passive, stuck

Hysterical crying at every session – therapy for attachment and cognitive 
behavioral interventions as needed.  Client needs to vent quite a lot.



OCD Dad and depressed/bipolar? Mom

Could never need attention, or anything at all.

Only way to survive was to be extremely self-sufficient 
and not need anyone = workaholism

Unhappy, hopeless, perfectionistic, self-blaming.



Never Dates.  One relationship in college. 

Can’t leave bad situations.  Allows herself to be 
treated badly at work.



2011

Started neurofeedback at lowest frequency at the time. T4P4 anxiety

Add T4-Fp2 for shame, anger, emotional reactivity, hypervigilance

Later added T3-Fp1 for OCD – obsessions mostly – cannot double the frequency



2011
continued

Finally this client started to make some strides.  Less worry and OCD, standing up 
for herself,  new boyfriend, much less crying, internalizing, self-blaming. More 
clarity

Can enjoy time off for the first time – has never been able to handle un-structured 
time.  But, still no vacations, since that causes depression

Taking things in stride.  Overeating is still difficult – dislikes her body.



2012

After 85 sessions, Started getting headaches.  No more OCD, so took out T3Fp1 and 
added T3T4

Headaches gone completely after 10 sessions.

History of terrible bosses.  Was able to begin interviewing for new jobs, which led 
to a career change, a great new job with a great boss.



2012
continued

Try Alpha Theta to work on shame and emotional reactivity, childhood neglect

Breaking up with boyfriend

Did AT followed by T3T4

Reports headache afterward, so Try AT at 10.5 instead of 10.0

Headache 2 days later and short fuse

Do T4P4 T4Fp2 and T3T4 for five sessions to stabilize

Try AT at 10.2 relaxed, calm but a little groggy and sleepy.  ‘shoulds’ went away.  Next day 
felt motivated but relaxed.



2012
continued

Re-stabilize again, then tried T4P4 and T4Fp1.  

Reports less procrastination, less worry, getting things done, less OCD, really 
relaxed.  Really liked T4Fp1 better than T3Fp1.



2013

Tried AT 10.25, and this worked

Able to apply, get accepted, and start a masters degree program.



IRLEN Syndrome

While in Las Vegas, client comments on how there were no fluorescent lights, and 
how the mellow lightings there was so calming, but if she went outside the glare 
really bothered her.  

Difficulties reading in graduate school.

Referred to the Irlen Institute and client diagnosed and treated with Irlen Filters.

This makes a big difference.



In hindsight, T3T4 should have stayed in the mix.

I’ve noticed that clients with severe developmental trauma have so many deficits, 
they can’t track it all, and sometimes less important symptoms don’t come out 
until they start getting better.



Tried to lower Lexipro to 15mg, but had more food cravings, so staying at 20mg.
Started feeling anxious, shame, not sleeping as well, so check frequency, but this is 
fine.

Stop T4Fp1, new protocol T4-P4 T4-Fp2

Started HD 1 channel T4-P4 .7 T4-Fp2

No depression, no fear, able to change jobs.  Very relaxed, confident.



2014

Go to every two weeks or once a month

Changed from Lexipro to Abilify.  Then added Lexipro back in at 10mg

Tries workaholics anonymous for a while.



2015

Complaining that she can’t get things done anymore, not as relaxed, head spinning

2 Channel HD

Frequency change to .35

Started Synthroid for thyroid

Feeling much better.  For the first time, willing to process childhood trauma more.

Wants to try EMDR.  Alternates with NF. 

Comes every week again.

In a relationship



2016

Applies for new jobs and PhD program.  Gets a very good new job, and starts 
prestigious PhD program in the fall..

Try T3Fp1 again, but client does not like it, she is complaining it’s hard to get things 
done.

Reset frequency to .04, but T3Fp1 is still not good.

T4P4 T4Fp2 .04 feels great

Add AT again and 10.0 is fine, followed by short 2 chan HD session every week. Likes 
this better for processing.

In school full time and working full time.  This is very tough.

Good relationship and friendships, balanced life.



2017

School is demanding, so we stop AT and processing.

Comes every 2 weeks.

Try 2 Chan HD with lowest frequencies.  At first it seems relaxing, and she 
reports feeling great, but after 4 or 5 sessions, it just feels slow.  BUT, she still 
says she feels good after NF.  I don’t see that she is doing well, since she feels 
down, tired all the time, weighed down.  Very dis-regulated.

So, I re-optimize to .045  for 15 sessions, until she tells me she is loosing her 
appetite, worrying, neck is tight, tired upon waking after 8 or 9 hours sleep, and 
then back down to .035.  Add in T3T4.  Example of how hard it can be for clients 
to tune into how they’re doing, especially after those lower frequencies didn’t 
work.



2018

Continues at every 2 weeks. 

T4P4 T4Fp2 T3T4 .035.

Alert and Positive.

This client is doing so much all the time, it can be hard to discern when we need 
a new frequency, or placement, when she is over-working, or when she needs to 
speak up at work or with her boyfriend.

This client would like to be off medication, but with work and school, she has 
not been able to get make any changes.
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